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chapter eleven

Courts & Bowers

So far we have come to understand “bird architecture” to 

mean “bird nests.” In some species it is the male that builds 

the nest, in some the female, and in yet other species both 

male and female build. In this chapter we shall discover that 

the building of structures other than nests—courts and 

bowers—is the sole responsibility of the male. In these 

species, the females make the nests.

Generally, a cock bird woos a hen with his courtship 

behavior, in which song often plays a big part. The male 

Robin (Erithacus rubecula) gains the attention of the female 

with a morsel of food. Many other birds have elaborate 

displays, such as the ritualized dances on water of a pair of 

Western Grebes (Aechmophorus occidentalis).

Some birds make a court to attract a female. Jackson’s 

Widowbird (Euplectes jacksoni) of Kenya does this by beating 

down the grass in a 6–10ft (2–3m) radius around a central 

tuft in which he creates recesses. The female who visits his 

court will not choose him as a mate if the tuft is missing.

However, the most impressive of all the court builders 

are members of a single family found only in New Guinea 

and Australia—the bowerbirds. Male bowerbirds build a col-

orfully decorated structure from fine sticks, stems of grass, 

and other plant material that becomes an important part of 

their courtship behavior, together with vigorous dance move-

ments and complex songs. 

Dr. Gerald Borgia, a biologist at the University of Mary-

land, believes there are at least five reasons for building 

courts and bowers: (1) In some cases it functions as a device 

to attract females. (2) It has an important role in control-

ling a male’s display so the female can observe it from a 

comfortable position. (3) It provides a stage for the male’s 

performance. (4) It helps orient the female. (5) Once inside 

the bower it orients her so as to maximize the appeal of the 

male’s display. In any population there are only a few eligible 

males, so they get to mate with many females.

A bower has the advantage over bright and elaborate 

plumage because it is separate from the bird, which makes 

him less conspicuous to predators. However, it takes several 

years of practice for a male to become a proficient builder of 

these elaborate structures. This chapter is devoted to the  

often extraordinary building achievements of several mem-

bers of the Bowerbird family. 
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A male Great 
Bowerbird 
(Ptilonorhynchus 
nuchalis) in Kakadu 
National Park, 
Northern Territory, 
Australia stands in 
his avenue bower, 
which he builds to 
impress a prospective 
mate.
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